ABOUT SOME MONETARY FINDS IN FUNERARY CONTEXT FROM MOESIA INFERIOR

Abstract: The article analyses a number of four monetary forms of funerary accumulations that were found either accidentally or as a result of preventive archaeological excavations. These coins are dated during the early Roman period, were found near fortified centers (Carsium and Noviodunum) and vici type settlements (Poiana, not far from the capital of the province, Tomis) located in the territorial area of the province of Moesia Inferior. A total number of 19 bronze coins are listed, of which five sestertii, six dupondii and eight asses. The three small batches of coins and the hoard fall in the category of the funerary items voluntarily (intentionally) deposited in graves. All of them (but especially the first three) illustrate the often identified custom of leaving in the graves coins that were out of circulation for several decades or even longer. The coins had only a symbolic value, being mere decorative objects. The identified coins seem to generally confirm a carefully made selection of the reverse representations, according to a decision taken by the deceased’s family for his last trip. Thus, the iconographic selection illustrates the “fashionable” mentalities and superstitions specific for the corresponding chronological periods. However, sometimes, these superstitions can also be personal, which is why the analyses have to be done differently for each situation. The presence of several coins in deposits or hoards may be linked with a particular belief regarding the necessity of paying for several passes during their trip to the underworld.
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The archaeological research and, sometimes, the fortuitous findings, come to constantly enrich the funerary coin material originating from the former Roman province of Moesia Inferior. The publishing of the monetary documents completes the rest of the archaeological (where possible) and historical data provided by the other types of sources, serving for a thorough scientific research. However, this fact does not exempt a series of deficiencies regarding the limits of the numismatic...
For example, most often we discuss the methodology of coins publishing, starting with the fact that, for subjective and less objective reasons (depending on how the information reaches the researcher), some pieces found over the time are not brought by publication to the attention of the scientific world. Not least, another reason that might restrict the publishing of the numismatic material is determined by the conditions of finding, more exactly by the absence of the archaeological context or of the rest of the inventory in the case of closed complexes.

The use of coins in other kind of practices beside its main economic purpose is a secondary aspect of its activity. In this kind of unusual contexts, the coins have provided impressive information concerning their implication in sectors of daily life that at first glance seem to be totally unrelated to their economic aim. Obviously, due to the intervention (selection and assigning of new meanings) made by the human element, the monetary items can be connected with the religious spiritual life, more exactly the funerary practices.

The research of the ancient necropolises remains a generous source in providing information regarding the spiritual world of the human communities. The identification of the monetary pieces in clear funerary context gives us the opportunity to enter in the intimate life of the local society, within the much wider framework of what we would call the space of the dead from the inescapable daily life (as obol, according to the myth of Charon). Theoretically, for the ancient period, the coins found in graves had a precise destination, which was primarily about religious spiritual life, rite and ritual. And the placing of more pieces created the perfect context for the occurrence of some funerary deposits.

In the mid-2000s, the National History and Archaeology Museum in Constanța allotted significant funds (benefiting from support from the authorizing officer, respectively Constanța County Council) for the purchase of ancient and medieval cultural heritage items. On this occasion, the museum collections were significantly enriched with thousands of archaeological objects from private collections, of which an important number were coins. Among these fortuitous finds there were selected three funerary deposits, to which we added a monetary hoard found during the preventive archaeological researches lead by our museum. The three batches of coins are dated during the early Roman period and were found near some fortified centers like Carsium and Noviodunum and the vicus type settlements from Poiana (not far from the capital of the province, Tomis), all of them located in the territorial space of the province of Moesia Inferior. These pieces are described in the catalog below:

**CATALOG**

**Monetary deposit (no. 1)**

**TRAJAN**

AE; Seștertius; 7h; 22.54 g; 32.5 x 33 mm.

**Obverse:** (IMP CAES TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG GER DAC (P M TR P COS VI P P): Bușt of Trajan, laureate, draped, right.

**Reverse:** (SENMVS P)OP(VLVSQVE ROMANVS S C): Felicitas, draped, standing left, holding up caduceus in right hand and cornucopiae in left;

Catalog: RIC II, no. 671; 114 - 117 AD; mint Rome.

Findspot: Hârșova/ancient Carsium (Constanța County), before 2000s.

Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 62.376; poor condition.

**ANTONINUS PIUS**

AE; Dupondius; 1h; 12.41 g; 26 x 24.5 mm.

**Obverse:** ANTONINVS AVG (PIVS P P TR P COS III): Head of Antoninus Pius, radiate, right.

**Reverse:** (A)NNONA AV(G) S C: Annona, draped, standing, front, head right, holding corn-ears in right hand downwards over modius and corn-ears left and cornucopiae, tip turned outwards, in left; at right, prow of ship.

Catalog: RIC III, no. 656; 140 - 144 AD; mint Rome.

Findspot: Hârșova/ancient Carsium (Constanța County), before 2000s.

Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 62.375; relatively good condition.

The order of presentation in the catalog is correlated with the order of their entry in the specialized inventories of the National History and Archeology Museum in Constanța.

Mattingle/Syndeham 1926.

Mattingle/Syndeham 1930.
Monetary deposit (no. 2)

TRAJAN
AE; Seštertius; 6h; 25.36 g; 33 mm.
Obverse: (IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO)O A(VG GER DAC P M TR P COS V P) P: Bust of Trajan, laureate, right with aegis.
Reverse: (S P Q R OPTIMO PRINCIPI S C) ARAB ADQ: Arabia, draped, standing front, head left, holding branch in right hand over camel, left, half hidden behind her and bundle of canes (?) over left arm in left.
Catalog: RIC II, no. 465/466; 103-111 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Hârșova/ancient Carsium (Constanța County), before 2000s.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 64.668; poor condition.

AE; Seštertius; 5h; 22.51 g; 32 ± 32.5 mm.
Obverse: IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO AVG GE(R DAC P M TR P COS VI P P): Bust of Trajan, laureate, draped, right.
Reverse: (SENATVS) POP(VLVSQVE ROMANVS S C): Felicitas, draped, standing left, holding winged caduceus upwards in right hand and cornucopiae in left.
Catalog: RIC II, no. 634; 112 - 114 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Hârșova/ancient Carsium (Constanța County), before 2000s.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 64.676; poor condition.

PHILIP THE ARAB
AE; Seštertius; 1h; 15.10 g; 27.5 mm.
Obverse: IMP M IVL PHILIPVS A VG: Bust of Philip the Arab, laureate, draped, cuirassed, to the right
Reverse: PM S C-OLO VIM / VIIII: Moesia standing, with a bull on the right and a lion on the left.
Catalog: Martin 42.17.1, p. 105, year VIII, 247-248 AD; mint Viminacium.
Findspot: Hârșova/ancient Carsium (Constanța County), before 2000s.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 64.676; poor condition.

Monetary deposit (no. 3)

FAUSTINA I (Antoninus Pius)
AE; Seštertius; 5h; 27.24 g; 32.3 ± 32.5 mm.
Obverse: DIVA FAVS(TINA): Bust of Faustina I, draped, right, hair elaborately waved and coiled in bands across head and drawn up at back and piled in a round coil on top.
Reverse: (AVG)V(STA) S C: Vešta, veiled, draped, standing left, holding long torch, slightly inclined to left and palladium held on left shoulder, in left hand.
Catalog: RIC II, 1125; 141 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Issaccea/ancient Noviodunum (Tulcea County), before 2000s.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 79.021; good condition.

MARCUS AURELIUS CAESAR (Antoninus Pius)
AE; As; 5h; 9.75 g; 26 ± 24 mm.
Obverse: (AVRELI)VS CAES (ANTON AVG PII F): Bust of Marcus Aurelius, bare-headed, draped, right.
Reverse: TR POT X (CO)S II S C: Pietas standing, left with right hand dropping incense on candelabrum and holding box in left hand.
Catalog: RIC II, no. 1333; 155 - 156 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Issaccea/ancient Noviodunum (Tulcea County), before 2000s.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 79.027; good condition.

Coin hoard (no. 4)

HADRIANUS
AE; Dupondius; 6h; 11.39 g; 28 ± 26 mm.
Obverse: (HADRIAN)VS(A)VG COS III P P: Bust of Hadrian, laureate, right.
Reverse: AD(VENTVS) A(VG) S C: Roma, with helmet, in military dress, standing left, holding vertical spear in left hand and clasping right hands with Hadrian, togate, standing right, holding roll in left hand.
Catalog: RIC II, no. 794d; 134 - 138 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Poiana, Ovidiu City (Constanța County), year 2009.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 81.603; relatively poor condition.

AElius Caesar (Hadrianus)
AE; Dupondius; 6h; 11.21 g; 27 ± 25.5 mm.
Obverse: L AE LiVS CAESAR: Bust of Lucius Aelius Caesar, bare, right.
Reverse: TR POT COS II S C: Spes, draped, advancing left, holding up lower in right hand and raising skirt with left.
Catalog: RIC II, no. 1067a; 137 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Poiana, Ovidiu City (Constanța County), year 2009.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 81.602; good condition.

ANTONINUS PIUS (Hadrianus)
AE; As; 12h; 11.13 g; 26.5 ± 24 mm.
Reverse: (TRIB POT) COS S C: Clasped hands holding winged caduceus and two corn-ears.
Catalog: RIC II, no. 1088b; 138 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Poiana, Ovidiu City (Constanța County), year 2009.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 81.610; relatively good condition.

FAUSTINA I (Antoninus Pius)
AE; Dupondius; 11h; 13.59 g; 26 ± 24.5 mm.
Obverse: DIVA FAVS(TINA): Bust of Faustina I, draped, right, hair elaborately waved and coiled in bands across head and drawn up at back and piled in a round coil on top.
Reverse: (AVG)VS(TINA) S C: Pietas, standing left,
raising right hand and holding box of incense.
Catalog: RIC III, no. 1161; 141 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Poiana, Ovidiu City (Constanța County), year 2009.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 81.605; relatively good condition.

MARCUS AURELIUS (Antoninus Pius)

AE; As; 5h; 8.49 g; 25 x 23.5 mm.

**Obverse:** (AVRELIVS CAES ANTON AVG PII F: Bust of Marcus Aurelius, bare-headed, draped, right.

**Reverse:** (TR)POT X COS II S C: Pietas standing, left with right hand dropping incense on candelabrum and holding box in left hand.
Catalog: RIC III, no. 1333; 155 - 156 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Poiana, Ovidiu City (Constanța County), year 2009.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 81.604; good condition.

AE; As; 4h; 8.43 g; 24.5 x 23 mm.

**Obverse:** (AVRELIVS CAES ANTON AVG PII F: Bust of Marcus Aurelius, bare-headed, draped, right.

**Reverse:** (TR)POT X COS II S C: Pietas standing, left with right hand dropping incense on candelabrum and holding box in left hand.
Catalog: RIC III, no. 1333; 155 - 156 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Poiana, Ovidiu City (Constanța County), year 2009.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 81.604; good condition.

ANTONINUS PIUS

AE; As; 6h; 11.13 g; 25 x 23.5 mm.

**Obverse:** (ANTONINVS AVG PIVS PP TR (P COS III): Head of Antoninus Pius, laureate, right.

**Reverse:** (IMPERA(TOR) II S C: Libertas, standing left, holding pileus and rod.
Catalog: RIC III, no. 728; 143 – 144 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Poiana, Ovidiu City (Constanța County), year 2009.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 81.612; relatively good condition.

AE; Dupondius; 12h; 11.37 g; 26.5 x 25 mm.

**Obverse:** AN(TONINVS AVG) PIVS PP IMP II: Head of Antoninus Pius, laureate (not radiate), right.

**Reverse:** TR POT XIX COS III S C: Pax, draped, standing left, holding branch, extended in right hand and cornucopiae in left.
Catalog: RIC III, no. 952 (var. with 955 obverse?); 155 - 156 AD; mint Rome.
Findspot: Poiana, Ovidiu City (Constanța County), year 2009.
Inventory no. NHAM Constanța 81.607; relatively good condition.

* * *

The first two monetary deposits were found near the ancient Carsium, on the Danube’s right bank. The site is located within the current city of Hârşova, in the area “Cetate” and it was a complex of fortifications with an uninterrupted activity for almost eighteen centuries in the same perimeter². It was constructed at the point of contact of the Danube River with the Borcea branch,

² TALMAȚCHI 1997, 113-124.
near Balta Ialomiței and close to the most important crossing point from Dobruja to Muntenia. The first deposit belongs to a grave that was accidentally found and contains two bronze coins (a sestertius and a dupondius). They were minted in Rome for Trajan and Antoninus Pius between the years 114-117 AD, respectively 140-144 AD. In the absence of any other inventory to be informed of, we propose the dating of the respective tomb soon after the middle of the 2nd century AD (perhaps at the beginning of the reign of Marcus Aurelius). The second deposit was also found by chance and contains three bronze coins of high denomination (sestertii). The first two coins were issued by the Roman emperor Trajan between the years 102-111, respectively 112-114 AD in Rome. The latest coin of the deposit is a sestertius minted in the Viminacium officina for Philip the Arab during the years 247-248 AD. Given the difficult context from the province, it is quite possible that the deposit was placed in the grave in a slightly later period than the minting moment of the coin. In this regard we note the devastating attacks of the Carpi and the Goths from the time of Philip the Arab, attacks that were closely followed by the numerous invasions of the Transdanubian populations from the years 250-253, 258-264, 267-268 AD⁶. Obviously, the space along the Dobrujan shore, with its fortifications chain, must have suffered significant damages during the above-mentioned events, that were specific to this period of time for a border province. Due to military events beginning with the years 248-249 AD the West-Pontic mints from Histria, Callatis and Tomis are definitively closed⁷. The grave from which this batch of coins originates can be dated (in the absence of any other known inventory item) after the middle of the 3rd century AD (up to 270 AD), being the latest among the analyzed deposits in this study. We believe that the bronze coin from Philip the Arab, found together with the two coins from Trajan, was added due to the fact that it did not have a real exchange rate in the Roman territory located in the south-east of the Danube.

The third deposit it is also a fortuitous find, in the surroundings of the ancient Noviodunum / Isaccea (Tulcea County), in fact a Roman and Roman-Byzantine fortification located next to the shallow crossing from Dobruja to Moldavia. This settlement was also a former Danubian headquarter for the imperial fleet (Classis Flavia Moesica) and municipium during the early imperial time⁸. The two coin were minted in Rome during the reign of the emperor Antoninus Pius for his first wife, Faustina I, and for Marcus Aurelius as Caesar in the years 141 AD, respectively 155-156 AD. In the absence of any other known inventory items, we consider that the dating of the grave must be established after the middle of the 2nd century AD, probably towards the end of the time of Antoninus Pius or the beginning of the reign of Marcus Aurelius.

The fourth batch of pieces described in the catalog is a monetary hoard found ten years ago during some preventive archaeological researches. These were carried out during the years 2009-2011 and revealed, among others (as an example a Hellenistic settlement)⁹, an early Roman necropolis in Poiana (Ovidiu city, Constanța County), on the A4 motorway route¹⁰. Therefore, on 30th of July 2009, at Km no. 5 +400, inside the tumulus no. 1, was identified the grave M2, type bustum incineration grave, with a rich inventory. There were found ceramic vessels (pitchers, small cups), an oil lamp, a bronze mirror, beads, an amber ring and a monetary hoard. The last is made up of 12 bronze coins (seven asses and five dupondii) that were probably placed in a

⁶ BUZOIANU/BÂRBULESCU 2012, 49.
⁷ VERTAN 2002, 33.
there is a Roman road that comes from Tomis and continues to the Tomitan chora, as it can be seen through the satellite observations.

**INTERPRETATIONS**

What do these finds reveal to us?

Unfortunately, the references we have regarding the context of the findings of the deposits nos. 1-3 remain vague. The entrance of the coins in the Constanța’s museum collections by purchase (each deposit coming from a different person) was accompanied only by the indication of their finding in fortuitous conditions. The only clues contained account of their extraction from the areas of some high banks’ profiles, that presented some crack where could be seen the traces of some pits, along with human osteological remains (in one case, at Noviodunum), ceramic fragments and, sometimes, possibly tiles. In other words, the circumstances of the finding such as the context, the rite and the inventory elements will remain forever lost. The fourth, in fact a hoard, offers much more information, being discovered during the archaeological research. Including its association in the grave with ceramic vessels, jewelries, clothing accessories, various other objects for everyday use (probably betraying the Mediterranean influence of the custom). An indication regarding the sex of the incinerated person is the presence of some specific elements in the funeral inventory. Among others, the jewelries are the objects that indicate a woman’s grave, but in our case, the mirror is the special item that helps in the identification process.

However, the three funerary deposits and the hoard fall into the category of the items voluntarily (intentionally) placed in the grave, having a religious character. All of them (but especially the first three) are illustrative for the custom to introduce in the graves coins that are out of circulation for several decades or for even more time. These pieces seem to be coins that either remained in the family’s patrimony or were acquired from their environment in a way impossible to determine at this moment. These coins,
without a significant financial value, were probably no longer a payment instrument, being in the end mere decorative objects. During the last three decades, the understanding of the coin placing in the Roman epoch graves particularly developed, several research directions being individualized. The results of these studies were welcomed, being extremely relevant for the comprehension of this type of social phenomenon.

Therefore, a first observation selected by us, that is specific to the early Roman epoch, highlights the rarity of placing of several offering coins in the funeral practice (in different places of the Roman Empire). However, their presence can be related to the deceased’s faith that he must have enough coins in order to pay the tax needed for safe crossing the river Styx towards “the world of dead”.

The gathering of the coins from a monetary deposit or a hoard, found in a funerary context, in a bag made of organic material (like the one from Poiana) is not a unique discovery of the epoch of the early Roman Empire. Thus, we record a coin hoard preserved in an inhumation grave (no. 9), found in Brigetio (Pannonia), that was made of 23 silver and bronze coins. Also, it is possible that the two coins that constitute de monetary deposit no. 2 to come in fact from two different graves that were mixed by the amalgamation and grinding of the soil. But the possible presences in that place of osteological remains do no encourage this hypothesis. Therefore, we preserve the argument there were placed two coins in order to have the safety that the dead will have enough money for paying for the passing of the soul in the underworld.

Compositionally, the three deposits and the hoard are constituted of only bronze coins (or orichalcum), being present the following denominations: sestertius (including a provincial coin), dupondius and as. The ones found accidentally have an overwhelming number of sestertii, whereas in the case of the Poiana hoard the asses (seven pieces) and then the dupondii (five pieces) predominate. However, clearly the low value denomination coins predominate (especially the as during the 2nd century). The preponderance of the bronze denomination in the necropolises of the classic period of the Roman civilization from the province of Dacia and from Brigetio (Pannonia) can be added to the situation known for Moesia Inferior.

The Viminacium mint (from Moesia Superior) starts working in the time of Gordianus III in the years 239-240 AD and strikes coin until 255 AD. For the middle of the 3rd century, the provincial issues were considered to be the main bronze denominations involved in the coin circulation from the area of the Middle and Lower Danube area, being used in order to support the payment of the numerous military troops present in Pannonia and Dacia. Also, we note from the perspective of our analysis, the finding of coins from Viminacium (P M S COL VIM) in some graves from Pannonia, a fact that would reflect the monetary policy from that province around the middle of the 3rd century. In Moesia Inferior, according to the state of the research and to the findings known until the present moment, this type of pieces is extremely rare. This fact might confirm their striking mainly for the supply of nearby territories. As findings in Dobruja we should mention two coins struck for Philip the Arab.
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and Philip II at Pecineaga (Constanța County) and a coin from Trebonius Gallus integrated in Dobruja passim. Our coin issued for Philip the Arab is a sestertius, in fact the most widespread denomination known among the similar findings from Pannonia and Moesia Superior.

Another aspect that should be analyzed is the iconography of the coins placed in the grave for the religious ritual. The choice or selection of the coins with specific representations or legends is due strictly to the personal, inter-familial choice. Their understanding is constrained by the surrounding and the expectations that flow from this act and that directly depend on each person involved. So far, in the profile research was identified a group of representations / personifications of some abstract concepts, to whom with piety and sacrifice are „requested” in front of the altars, understanding and help. For these observations were also analyzed monetary types that originated from the necropolises of Dacia and Pannonia. These types of representations are: Aeternitas, Felicitas, Fortuna, Salus, Providentia, Spes, Libertas and Tranquillitas. This ensures the creation of an eschatological message, in close connection with the tradition of the Charon’s obol and with the vision of the afterlife. Charon (Χάρων) becomes a central figure of the superstitions and of the popular beliefs during the 2nd century, a fact that could explain the growing number of the coins voluntarily placed in the graves, as well as its presence in most figurative representations. For the time of the mentioned century (especially its middle) there can be observed a change in mentalities, a special increase in occult rites and rituals, due to the spread of the hypocrisy and credulity, at the expense of reason in the Empire. Probably, the explanation for this situation consists, as it has been observed, in the existence in the Roman society of non-homogenous syncretic amalgam.

Returning to the coins in the catalog, in the four batches from Carsium, Noviodunum and Poiana, we identify several personifications of goodwill: Pietas (four times), Felicitas (twice), Libertas (once), Pax (once) and Spes (once); legends such as AETERNITAS (once) and DIVA (three times); a message of the emperor’s generosity through ANNONA AVG; and not least as a symbol of peace and understanding clasping hands (twice). So, theoretically, according to the list above, we can consider the possible existence of a positive selection of the monetary types according to the accompanying eschatological message. But this possibility should not be absolutized, since human factors have always been different as manifestation forms and, as a result, different particular aspects have been nuanced, from case to case.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The comparative analysis based on the specific data of the archaeological and the numismatic research can provide a larger picture regarding each particular funerary find. Like any historical source, the coins cannot be treated in isolation, unilaterally. On the other side, the disappearance of the archaeological context leads to the loss of numerous indications that concerns the general dating of the analyzed funerary complexes. The Roman coin (and not only) was issued to serve as an instrument in the operation of the economic and commercial life for hundreds of years on an imperial scale, on thousands and thousands of kilometers, toward each cardinal point, within the territorial limits. Its second “life” starts with its placing in the graves, the escape from the world of the living for purposes that concern the passed ones in the afterlife and their families. Just that this intentional
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leaving doesn’t seem to have happened by chance. The pieces found in the four batches seem to confirm a generally careful choice of the iconographic representations seen on their reverse, a quite important decision taken by the deceased’s family for his last journey, a decision which was made according to the “fashionable” mentalities and superstitions during those times. Sometimes these superstitions can only be personal, which is why each analysis should be specific for each situation. The presence of more coins in deposits can be linked with a particular belief regarding the necessity of paying for even more passages in the underworld.

The religious perception, the demand for the goodwill of the divinities and the attempt to express the piousness in front of their great test was in agreement with their religious motivation and the dominant superstitions of the time. Hence the presence of the chosen coins of some deities, personifications and objects, according to some monetary types connected with the funerary ritual and also the choice of a symbol that can create a connection between the deceased and the afterlife. For sure we can identify in the funeral ceremonies the traces of some general and particular phenomena manifested in the choice and the voluntarily placing in the graves of the coins specific to the classic period of the Roman civilization. And the analysis of the monetary types must take into account their message and any eschatological concepts.

The coins placed in the funerary contexts represented cash that was no longer used on the local monetary market, that was eliminated from the real monetary circulation (they are constituted in relics pieces). As monetary offering in the graves they had a purely symbolic value, especially those that were worn and very worn. The funerary deposits that had in their structure more pieces may, on a case by case basis, be collected in time, the chronological interval being varied also according to the realities of the respective epoch, to the extent of the local monetary circulation and to some particular aspects related to the deceased person or to his family (feelings, desires, insecurity). The presence of some pieces in contexts much later than the initial moment of the minting demands a special attention and an inevitable caution in their using as a chronological standard in the closed funerary inventory.

Updating and completing the information (by carefully checking of the numismatic collection of the museum of Constanța), interpreting the materials and the repertory of new finds of funerary deposits for the classic Roman period from the space of the province of Moesia Inferior are objectives that we propose to follow as part of the future topics of our future research. The present approach represents a first step in this regard.
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